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Abstract. Our works on software architectures for highly dynamic environments, such as ubiquitous computing, led us to consider models at
runtime. Indeed, the biggest challenge of these environments is adaptation, and its reactivity is a key concern. In this paper, we describe models
of our dynamic service composition and adaptation approach, and the
benefits of the use of metamodels. We explore how metamodels can be
used at runtime, to enforce conformity of transformations results, when
adaptation is seen as model transformation.

1

Introduction

Ubiquitous computing, as described by Mark Weiser [1], relies on computers
present everywhere, at any times and in any things. Indeed with recent years
advance in mobile communication technologies and the miniaturization of computer hardware, processing units are becoming invisible and a part of the environment. Software infrastructure appears dynamically populated by functionalities of those devices. The topology of this infrastructure is also dynamic, due
to arbitrary node mobility. So that the software infrastructure of an ubiquitous
application is not known a priori.
One of the biggest challenges of highly dynamic environments, like in ubiquitous or pervasive computing, is to handle the modifications of the infrastructure
at runtime. Indeed, these systems have to adapt continuously to their environment [2]. An important constraint is that the adaptation process is driven by the
environment and not by the application. Reactivity is a major concern, compared
to other systems: the adaptation process must quickly be launched, in reaction
to changes in the environment, and must finish before new changes happen.
However, before we can create an “universal application” able to alter its
behavior and functionalities in reaction to changes of the environment, a first
challenge is to maintain its predefined functionalities despite those variations,
?
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without knowing what kind of device are going to be discovered. A continuity of
service has to be ensured to mobile users in environments with variable dynamics
and heterogeneous resources.
Such adaptation is equivalent to a program transformation which is a kind
of model transformation [3]. But in the field of ubiquitous computing it must be
a highly reactive transformation, forcing model-checking to happen at runtime,
as we will study in the following section (Sect. 2).
In Sect. 3, we present our runtime approach as well as involved models and
metamodels. Furthermore, we introduce our adaptation mechanism as a model
transformation from an application to another. Then, in Sect. 4, we explain how
adaptation is decomposed into three transformations between different models
of the approach. Finally, (Sect. 5), we explain how metamodels could help us to
check the validity of the adaptation process and the executing application.

2

Reactivity

Reactivity is a key concern of ubiquitous computing, both for adaptation triggering and for adaptation time. We consider that adaptive applications are always
in one of the three states presented in Fig. 1. States (1) and (3) are normal
execution states of the application, where it is consistent with its environment.
It means that the application’s behavior is based on what is relevant in its environment and this is the expected behavior for a particular situation. During the
transitional state (2) the application is in its adaptation (transformation) phase
and unavailable. It is considered in an inconsistent state because the application
is not in line with its environment. Moreover, the time spent in this state, related
to the speed of the adaptation process, has to be consistent with the dynamic
of the changing environment. In other words, it is essential that:
• the system does not stay in the previous state (1) too much time before
reacting to environment changes,
• the system is not unavailable for too long while adapting,
• adaptation is fast in order to obtain an application consistent with the environment. Otherwise, the system could become unstable and may never reach
a normal execution state before new evolutions occurs in its environment.

Fig. 1. The three states of an adaptive application

The complexity of the adaptation mechanism must be as low as possible and
based on mechanisms that do not try to consider the whole environment (which

can be assimilated to the world) but only what is relevant to the application.
The surroundings of the application should be sensed to a sufficient degree to
achieve the necessary adaptation.
In some cases, adaptive systems must offer bounded response times. To get
an application from one state to another, adaptation must also be consistent
with the inherent dynamic of the application. Various studies have suggested
response times supposed adequate to users on various systems. In the field of
HCI, Berard [4] proposed that the latency of a device must be at least two times
less than the user latency which is 100ms. In the area of domotics we consider
that an acceptable lag is about 1s. For robotics or ubiquitous systems, latency
depends on a cycle based on three steps: perception, processing, action. For the
cycle, we consider that an acceptable lag is about 100ms. Thus, adaptation has
to be triggered briefly, as much as it has to be effective quickly.
In the next section, we propose an approach for self-adaptive application in
the field of ubiquitous computing based on models, in which adaptation is a
reactive mechanism.

3

Our runtime approach

Our vision of ubiquitous systems rely on three layers: the environment, accessible
through the software infrastructure, the application, as a composition of service
and the adaptation mechanism. In this section, we present these layers’ models,
with their associated meta-models.
3.1

Services for devices: a software infrastructure

For many years, service oriented architectures (SOA) have been used in home
automation, mobile and ubiquitous computing to represent as services the sets of
functionalities offered by devices. They offer lots of features discussed in [5] such
as encapsulation, dynamicity, discoverability and interoperability. They evolved
from standard SOA to SOA for device (SOAD) by adding two main features:
decentralized reactive discovery and asynchronous communications.
Decentralized reactive discovery has been popularized by projects such as
SLP 1 or Jini. It suppresses the need of a service registry tracking active services
in a network domain. Services advertise their presence and clients create search
requests using multicasted or broadcasted messages. Asynchronous communications used by SOAD like Jini are events notifications, providing reactivity to
devices often interacting with humans or the environment.
In addition, when Web technologies are used to implement SOAD, interoperability between all entities is enabled, whether they are heterogeneous devices or
simple software services. Only two implementations of Web services for devices
currently exist: UPnP2 and DPWS3 . Figure 2 represents a model of a UPnP
1
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Fig. 2. An infrastructure model

Fig. 3. Infrastructure Metamodel

architecture (what we use as software infrastructure), with four devices, and
some details about the services they offer. Next to it, Fig. 3 represents the metamodel of the UPnP the infrastructure. All environmental quantity that can be
used in the application is obtained through the use of services present in the
infrastructure and conform to this metamodel.
Evolutions of WSOAD allow to create reactive dynamic distributed applications, suitable for ubiquitous computing environments. Using services for devices,
any modification occurring in the software infrastructure can be integrated at
runtime into the model of the software infrastructure. Thus, the application can
react quickly to those unpredictive variations.
3.2

Dynamic service composition

To create applications from this infrastructure of services for devices, we use the
Service Lightweight Component Architecture (SLCA) [6]. It allows to dynamically orchestrate and compose services for devices using lightweight component
assemblies executing in containers. The container provides minimal technical
services, also known as non-functional concerns helpers. Obviously, we created
external tools that can generate client components from Web services for devices
descriptions. We call them proxy components.
Containers manage assemblies of components fully dynamically and we use
models such as Fig. 4 to manage them at runtime. Component types can be
loaded and unloaded, component instances and bindings between them can be
added or removed at runtime. Proxy components are generated, loaded and instantiated dynamically and automatically, following the presence of services of

Fig. 4. A SLCA model

Fig. 5. SLCA Metamodel

the infrastructure. There is a direct mapping between the infrastructure metamodel and the application (SLCA) metamodel. Moreover, this mapping is highly
reactive.
Applications or new functionalities are created from existing services on the
infrastructure by managing an assembly of components. Proxy components are
combined together or with purely functional components to transform information. SLCA components and services for devices communicate mostly using
event-based communication patterns, which, more than decoupling entities and
increasing dynamicity, enables the reaction to infrastructure changes efficiently.
Figure 5 represents the metamodel of this composition architecture, for a
container and its internal dynamic assembly of components.
3.3

Auto-adaptation

Now that applications are created from the dynamic infrastructure, we need
to adapt their behavior to changes of their environment in a reactive way. We
created a paradigm called Aspect of Assembly [5] that allows us to adapt composite services according to specified rules. Aspects of assembly (AA) are pieces
of information describing how an assembly of components will be structurally
modified, thus keeping black-box property of components. Modifications include
adding components and bindings between them. Since the mapping between the
infrastructure and the application is done dynamically, an expert user, in order to
build an application, has to write and select a set of AAs. Aspects of Assembly
consist of two parts, like regular aspects found in Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [7]: pointcut and advice. Pointcuts describe to which components
the modifications described by advices have to be weaved (applied).
If some of the required components expressed in a pointcut are not available, the advice won’t be weaved until they become all available. Since service
discovery is a reactive process and that containers notifications are events too,

AAs can be weaved in response to the appearance of a service on the infrastructure. Moreover, AA composition provides associativity, commutativity and
idempotence properties when several aspects are enabled to be weaved at the
same time [5].
Pointcut are defined as sets of filters on base assembly meta data — for example
component ID or types (see Fig. 7). Those filters construct lists of parameters,
called the joinpoints, satisfying the list of variables of the associated advice. They
are the set of components on which the advice will be weaved. For each generated
list, the advice is duplicated, and the variables are syntactically replaced in the
advice to match the base assembly joinpoints. For our experiments, we choose
for convenience to express filters in using some simple pattern matching on
component instances names.
Advice in AA is not a piece of code which will be weaved into components.
It defines a set of component instances and links that will be weaved inside a
targeted assembly of components. Advices are specified in a DSL using interaction specification defined in [5]. A link or connector between two components
consists of an input event and an output method from components. More than
links, rules can create assemblies thanks to some predefined operators which are
components with a well-known semantic like a condition (if) or indeterminism (parallel) (see Fig. 7). Finally all those specifications are translated into
a set of elementary modifications—add or remove components and links—with
respect to blackbox properties of COTS components.
As we have seen, AAs are written as a pointcut and an advice. They can
be written and added to the system at design-time or at runtime. Checking
that an AA is conform to its metamodel (Fig. 7) is easy. However, at runtime,
new informations are available, like joinpoints and the status of the application,
making the checking more complicated and more relevant for a situation.
In the following section we will present how AAs are weaved and how this
can be compared to a highly reactive model transformation.

4

Aspects of Assembly weaving process

The weaving process can be seen as an horizontal endogenous model-to-model
transformation [8]. It re-factors an SLCA application into another.
With this approach, the transformation is done at runtime. While the adaptation is being done, the application is in transitional state, but can still be
used. Only the adaptation mechanism is busy during this lapse of time. This is
a major concern for service continuity and for application’s reactivity in ubiquitous computing. Moreover, in potentially very large systems, using the AOP
approach allows designers to write adaptation rules focusing only on a part of
the system, reducing the complexity of the adaptation process. Since aspects can

Fig. 6. Aspects of Assembly model

Fig. 7. Aspects of Assembly Metamodel

be duplicated in several places, the number of aspects to consider may be lower
than in other approach. The complexity of the adaptation mechanism is reduced
to provide a better reactivity.
Other works have explored the use of models at runtime for aspect-based
adaptation [9,10]. They need the dynamicity to validate new adaptation rules
at runtime, before making them automatic scripts. But because our mechanism
is build on less steps (especially model transformations) we seem more able to
be reactive. In fact there are only few works on highly reactive mechanism for
adaptation in ubiquitous systems. OpenORB [11] proposes a way to adapt a
system at runtime in a very reactive way but it does not consider the whole classical mechanism for context-awareness. CORTEX [12] also addresses the concern
of reactivity but as OpenORB, it does not manage potential conflicts between
several adaptations.
4.1

The weaving process

In this section we study more precisely the weaving process that can be decomposed into three steps (Fig. 8). First, pointcut matching is a function that
has a set of components from the initial assembly and pointcuts from a set of
selected AA as input. Its goal is to find the components, called joinpoints, on
which advices will be woven. Based on pointcut matching results, an advice can
be weaved several times in the same weaving process.
The second step is called the advice factory. It generates instances of advices,
replacing variable components in advices of selected aspects by joinpoints given
by the first step. Instances of advices describe modifications to be weaved in an
actual assembly of components.
Finally, the composition engine merges all instances of advices with the initial
assembly in order to generate a single instance of advice that will be weaved as
the final assembly. This merging mechanism is able to resolve conflicts between

various instance of advices [5]. Thus we can build applications by composing
several aspects of assembly at the same time, at runtime.

Fig. 8. Detailed weaving process

In order to be more reactive, the weaver can be triggered in two ways. The
first is user-driven and changes the set of AAs given as input to the weaver, by
selecting/deselecting or adding/removing aspects of assembly at runtime. When
the set of AAs is modified, the weaver is triggered, leading to adaptation if an
added AA can be applied or if a removed AA was. The second way of triggering
adaptation is driven by infrastructure changes. When a new device appears or
disappears in the environment, its proxy component is dynamically instantiated
in or removed from the assembly. The adaptation process is triggered and only
AAs that are able to apply according to newly available components are applied.
An important point for the reactivity of such a mechanism is that the system
doesn’t requires any information about the state of the software infrastructure.
With a dynamic of its own, the infrastructure imposes his pace. The inclusion of
this type of triggering mechanism allows us to build opportunistically from an
infrastructure services and devices, applications with a “bottom-up” approach.
Applications are built in line with their infrastructure in a reactive way.
4.2

Synthesis

Our approach allows us to build applications able to adapt at runtime to their
software infrastructure. Moreover, coupling the event paradigm and AOP allows
us to transform our applications and our models in a very reactive way. Our
approach is decentralized and distributed since each weaver is associated to a
composite service and deals with AAs in order to consider only relevant part of
the environment. This caused a sharp reduction of adaptation’s complexity.
We validated our approach with some experiments on the cost in time of a
weaving process on randomly generated component assemblies. Some of those
results can be found in [13]. As result of these experiments, we found that with
two AAs conflicting we are able to weave about 40 components (e.g to merge

20 instance of advice) in 100ms. Without conflicts we are able to compose more
than 100 components (e.g. to compose 50 instance of advice) in 100ms.

5

The contribution of metamodels

More than a reactive model-to-model endogenous transformation [8] at runtime,
our adaptation process can be seen as a parametrized transformation. All selected and applicable AAs are parameters that define the transformation taking
place. Without these parameters, the transformation does not involve any modification of the initial assembly. In fact, this transformation is decomposed into
three low cost transformations (Fig. 9) to be done at runtime.

Fig. 9. The adaptation process as three transformations

1. The first transforms the software infrastructure model, conform to the infrastructure metamodel, into a component assembly conform to the SLCA
metamodel. This is an horizontal model-to-model and one-to-one exogenous
transformation.
2. The second transforms the application obtained in 1. into instances of advices which are the sub-assemblies to weave in the final application. These
instances are also conforming to the SLCA metamodel. This transformation
is parametrized by a set of selected AAs conform to the AA metamodel. This
is an horizontal one-to-many parametrized endogenous transformation.
3. Finally, the last transformation merges all the instances of advices into a
single application also conform to the SLCA metamodel. This is a many-toone horizontal endogenous model transformation.
As we have seen, our mechanism for adaptation in ubiquitous environment
is a set of highly reactives models transformation at runtime. The introduction
of metamodels defining the three levels of our approach has allowed us in the
first place to abstract the work already undertaken and to ease its reusability.
Secondly, the ANR RNTL FAROS project has enabled us to validate our metamodels and to check models conformity at design-time. We are now working on
setting up mechanisms to check the conformity at runtime of our applications
through those metamodels.

6

Conclusion

We presented our approach for dynamic service composition and adaptation
based on aspects of assembly, that is equivalent to a highly reactive model
transformation at runtime. Models allow us to check the conformity of applications, infrastructure, and adaptation parameters at design-time. Incidentally,
what would be the impact of such checks at runtime on the reactivity of our
approach? Moreover, how can we benefit from our three-step transformation to
check partial conformity of models during the whole adaptation process? Finally,
can we compare the model transformation to runtime aspect-oriented modelling?
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